presents

Student Chamber Music

Featuring wind area studios

November 10, 2022
6:10 p.m.
Kimbrough Concert Hall
Program

Trio No. 2 for flute, oboe, and bassoon  Giuseppe Cambini  (c. 1746-1825)

TWABI
Anthony Kandilaroff, flute
Shawna Creaser, oboe
Evan Short, bassoon

Japanese Folk Tunes  Satoshi Ikegami  (b. 1949)

I.  Sado Okesa
II.  Kisobushi
IV.  Kokirikobushi

Sarah Alexis Walker, clarinet
Braden Arff, clarinet
Ruben Giron, clarinet
Shannon Scott, clarinet

Trio No. 2 for three flutes, Op. 13  Friedrich Kuhlau  (1786-1832)

Allegro non tanto
Allegro con moto

Jake Berreth, flute
Anthony Kandilaroff, flute
Kevin Melendez, flute

Percolate for flute trio  Nicole Chamberlain  (b. 1977)

Jake Berreth, flute
Anthony Kandilaroff, flute
Kevin Melendez, flute

... and become Engaged in the Arts at WSU!